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Humanity now stands on the threshold of an immense spiritual transformation that has been

prophesied to come at this time on Earth by almost all ancient and indigenous cultures. This unique

and much-awaited book-- by one of the most inspired young female voices for change on the

planet-- will open your heart and your eyes to the deep mysteries of existence. Through moving

personal memoir and prophetic revelation, Little Grandmother shares teachings and visions directly

given to her by her spirit guides and Mother Earth. She shows how the key to ascending with

Mother Earth into a higher state lies hidden in our own hearts, in the remembrance of who we really

are. In these pages are simple but powerful keys to our spiritual evolution at this time, and visions of

the profound changes in store for the Earth and humanity in the coming years. Born of a deep

personal relationship with Mother Earth and Spirit, the message is a passionate call for humanity to

awaken and unify our hearts as one "tribe of many colors" - as the children of Mother Earth. By

remembering what we once knew as human beings and by returning to our hearts we can change

our future and shift into something more beautiful than we ever imagined. Praise for Message for

the Tribe of Many Colors â€œLittle Grandmother walks with humility and integrity. Because of this

the old ones have chosen her to convey their message of such deep and profound wisdom for the

betterment of our beloved Earth Mother and all who dwell upon and within her. This book is a gift to

the world." - Makere Ruka Te Korako - a grandmother of Waitaha, Te Atiawa and Ngati Tama. I

honor Kieshaâ€™s courage to come forward to do this work at this time, to make these teachings

public. Listen with your heart and your connection to Source for the truthâ€”for it is here in this book,

and must be told.â€• Frank W. Wise, â€œBuffalo Horn Cloudâ€•â€”Peacemaker, Lakota, Cheyenne

River Sioux tribe â€œMy ancestors, the Sami, would have been proud. In this book we are reminded

of something we have always known-- that all life constitutes a whole and that we are all a part of it.

This is a beautiful and wise book, emphasizing that we are all equally valuable. Thank you from my

heart.â€• Signe MaasÃ¸, Sami elder and drum and sound healer from Norway, Iliana life coach
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A really great book, a book that brings together scientific knowledge with spirituality! - Easy to read,

coming directly from the heart, speaking directly to our hearts.... A must "read.....!!!"Remember who

you are...." - Yes, if only a few percent on people would do this, the world will change completely in

a great and unimaginable way. In fact - we are already living in this paradise (!), but we are not

aware of this... It would be much more easier to manifest paradise than poverty, war and

destruction. It only depends on a little step into another direction of thinking, ... heart thinking!!!And

Kiesha in her book shows us how to do!"In times of change, learners inherit the earth, while the

learned find themselves beautifully equipped to deal with a world that no longer exists" -Absolutely,

in this sense, Kiehsa helps us to release the dictates and restrictions of the Old Paradigm ..... !"Be

the change you want to see in the world", Mahatma Gandhi said... - Nearly the same message than

Kieshas: "We are the strongest of the strong".We have to think in an completely new way, in all

areas of living!!! For instance: An international team of scientists said September 2011 they had

recorded sub-atomic particles traveling faster than light - a finding that could overturn one of

Einstein's long-accepted fundamental laws of the universe!!! - The totally unexpected finding

emerged from research by a physicists working on an experiment dubbed OPERA run jointly by the

CERN particle research center near Geneva and the Gran Sasso Laboratory in central Italy.... New

thinking, new paradigm, new earth!!! And remember, how long did we believe, Mother Earth is a

disk...

Coming straight from my heart, I would highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to get an

inside look at an extraordinary life and mission unfolding, who wants to hear teachings of the

highest caliber put into ordinary, refreshing down-to-earth language, who wants one's own

awareness and understanding to expand, and who wants to get a sense of some of the dynamics

present as Mother Earth purifies herself and man evolves spiritually at this prophesized time in

history.In an open and honest way, Kiesha Crowther shares the ingredients of her difficult childhood

from which she has grown and risen above to the highest degree of understanding. She shares her



growing spiritual awareness as taught by her spirit guides. She is authentic and real. There is no

false pretense in her manner and one can get beautifully caught up in her love for all nature, her

depth of humanity, and her wisdom. Her love of Mother Earth, nature, and animals is palpable and I

found her words inspirational.Being on a spiritual path myself, I am very interested in the coming

earth changes and man's spiritual evolution due to the energetic shifts coming around 2012. I find

the essence of Kiesha's teachings to be totally congruent with my meditation path and so I know the

truth of what she speaks.As to where we are headed as a world society, I find that what she is

saying is similar to other highly evolved beings who are sharing and preparing us for what is to

come. I do follow some other teachers from various sources of knowing in this whole area of

ascension and the shift. I suspect that they are not talking with each other and may not even know

of each another. It is interesting to me how they are all saying similar things while coming from

different sources of knowing.
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